Window Blinds

Casement, Awning & Picture Windows
You’ll never have to dust your blinds again!
Lindsay’s casement, awning and picture windows are available with miniblinds. These blinds can either be contained in the IG Unit (the blinds
are in the sealed glass), or contained by a separate removable panel of
clear glass. Blinds contained in the IG Unit are available with optional
argon gas but Soft Coat Low E is not available. Blinds contained by the
separate removable panel of clear glass have all of the regular glass
options available to these windows.
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The window blinds have tilt and raise/lower mechanisms. This
means that you can tilt the blinds, and raise or lower them. The
moveable finger slide device makes adjusting the slats convenient
and simple. Due to the blinds unique control of infrared energy
and UV radiation, sun damage to fabrics, furniture and flooring
ceases to exist when blinds are closed. The inside glass panel can
be easily wiped and cleaned without affecting the blinds. Because
the blinds are internally mounted, damage
to the blinds from everyday use is avoided.
The screen must be removed to operate the
blinds.

The blinds and glass are covered by a 10year warranty when blinds are in the IG. Lifetime glass warranty is available on
the IG unit when the blinds are concealed by the glass panel. The blinds
themselves are only warranted for 10 years. Blinds are not warranted for
maintaining “levelness.”
Lindsay’s blinds are available in White (0102), Off White (0125), Almond (0149),
Gray (0155), Tan (0069), Silver (0157) and Gold (3000). All blinds use white
hardware. Visit www.oemshades.com to view color options.
Moving the operator at the top to the left or right will tilt the blinds. Moving
the operator on the side up or down will raise or lower the blinds.
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2030 Patio Door Blinds
You’ll never have to dust your blinds again!
Lindsay’s 2030 Patio Door is available with miniblinds contained in the IG Unit (the blinds are in
the sealed glass). Blinds are available in patio
doors up to 78” wide with clear glass and optional
argon gas. Soft Coat Low E is not available.
Patio door blinds have tilt and raise/lower
mechanisms. This means that you can tilt the
blinds, and raise or lower them. The
moveable finger slide device makes adjusting
the slats convenient and simple. Due to the
blinds unique control of infrared energy and
UV radiation, sun damage to fabrics,
furniture and flooring ceases to exist when
blinds are closed.
The blinds and glass are covered by a 10-year
warranty, and the lifetime glass warranty is not
available on these IG units. Blinds are not
warranted for maintaining “levelness.”
Patio Blinds are available in White (0102), Off
White (0125), Almond (0149), Gray (0155), Tan
(0069), Silver (0157), and Gold (3000). All blinds
use white hardware. Visit www.oemshades.com to

view color options.
Moving the operator at the top to the left or right
will tilt the blinds. Moving the operator on the
side up or down will raise or lower the blinds.
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